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Lounge chair
Art. no.: 2-430

2P sofa
Art. no.: 2-459

Description:

The Moai´s large shell is formally inspired by the soft shapes acquired by square bricks and other stone after years of

rolling back and forth on the beach. This highlights the chair’s function as an ‘unplugged’ retreat from the hustle and

bustle of daily life.

The Moia is designed to close comfortably around you when you sit in it. It acts as a quiet little room on four legs that

lets you have some peaceful moments for yourself.

The distinctive notches around the armrest give it personality and a comfortable support when you are getting up.

From the side they give the Moai is a unique, slightly naive expression that’s reminiscent of the massive sculptures of

faces on Easter Island.

The Moai’s upholstered shell rests on a simple metal cross that follows the chair’s soft form and leads down into four

turned wooden legs.

The Moai is a haven in a busy and chaotic time – like a cave to hide away in for a while.

German Design Award 2018

Year of design: 2016

Design: Philip Bro
Philip Bro Ludvigsen was born in 1962 and is a graduate of Danmarks Designskole. 

He began his own design studio, philip bro design, in 1998. In his short career so far, he has designed an impressive

number of products and worked on projects ranging from large auditoriums to small candlesticks. He has enjoyed great

success with his UnderCover lamp range for Le Klint. Most recently, he developed the Twist range for Georg Jensen.
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Dimensions (cm):
 Lounge chair 2P sofa

Art. no.: 2-430 2-459

Length: 89 149

Depth: 81 81

Height: 125 125

Seat height: 45 45

Seat depth: 53
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